
2016-07-25 Stand-up Meeting Notes
Who Planned - Monday Accomplished - Friday

Brock 
Angelo

   

Rob 
Kooper SEAD

Release 2.0 (potential)
LSST

Workflow Report
RFC workflow additions to supertask

PEcAn
THREDDS

Vacation
Friday, maybe Thursday afternoon

 

Jong Lee    

Kenton 
McHenry BD tasks review

BD bookmarklet
BD student task planning
CC* Proposals
Followup on NDC workshop dates
Add pilots section to NDS report
Psi meetings
HR

BD tasks review
BD bookmarklet
BD student task planning
CC* Proposals
Followup on NDC workshop dates
Added pilots section to report
Psi meetings
HR

Christoph
er Navarro BD

work on DataWolf 3.1 remaining issues
NIST

web app vs desktop app white paper
react/flux tutorials
send followup email to OSU for combining EQ and Tsunami damage

BD
open pull request for WOLF-133 - using 
clowder accounts in datawolf
updated registration link in DW to say 
register with clowder

NIST
helped review web app vs desktop app 
white paper
worked on data catalog mockup in react
prepared example for combining tsunami 
and eq damage and sent to OSU for 
verification on how to combine

Ergo
Worked on proposal text

Luigi 
Marini

   

Michal 
Ondrejcek SEAD - bug fixes and features for SEAD release,  - SEAD-943 Adding file 

 thumbnails to "Edit Metadata" page in Staging Area IN PROGRES  

 

 -  SEAD-1075 it looks like I can edit rights and comment when really I can't
DONE

MDF - 2016-07-25+Kickoff
MWRD - CSO and gate py script and data

SEAD - done
MDF - 2016-07-25+Kickoff
MWRD - CSO done, gate needs the part for 
the data reduction 

Smruti 
Padhy BD

Annual Report Sections
36 Months Review tasks

SDN
Revisit the TDSC paper

 

BD
Refactor BD - R Library
BD Annual Report Sections
BD overview presentation to Mason 
Throneburg on Barbara's request
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Sandeep 
Puthanvee
til 
Satheesan

BD

 -   BD-1156 implementation DONE

DEBOD

 -   DEBOD-22 Improve segmentation RESOLVED

IARP

 

 - IARP-13 Download the entire dataset to Comet in both high and 

 low resolution RESOLVED

BD
BD-1165. Worked on the implementation 
and understanding PyClowder2

DEBOD
Started working on DEBOD-22. 
Debugging segmentation code for 
finding possible points of improvement.

IARP
Improved the dowload program and 
started running four instances of it to 
download four different subsets of the 
LOC image collection

Shannon 
Bradley Brown Dog sprint planning

Brown Dog Annual Report
Follow Up on HR Transactions
ISDA PPT

Done
Pieces are in - outline complete - working on 
merging
Follow up in progress
ISDA PPT - in progress
Polo Shirts
Onboarding follow up
TV IDSA Wall Updates
Document Reviews
One on One Matrix
HR documentation

Inna 
Zharnitsky

   

Marcus 
Slavenas GLTG

iepa parser finished and on dev
tennessee parser finished and on dev

GLTG
iepa data posted to dev
tennessee data parser progres
meet with aquarius

Indira 
Gutierrez 
Polo

SEAD
Review and Update pull requests

GLM
Continue working on the D3 Graph

CyberSEES
Finish updating the comparison page

 

Yong 
Wook Kim Create plugin for Water Network Analysis Created plugin for water network analysis

  - Jira project NIST-89

doesn't exist or you don't 

have permission to view it.

 

Omar 
Elabd Finish Whitepaper Monday

Water Network Analysis
Finished Whitepaper
Out Tuesday
Water Network Analysis
Rebranding/Renaming Meeting

Maxwell 
Burnette back in office Tuesday morning

TERRA - queue up files that were improperly transferred to gantry manually
TERRA - PlantCV  BETYdb extractor
Create pull request for Advanced Search using ElasticSearch instead of Mongo 
(functional, just needs tidying up)
Update TERRA pipeline slides

leftover gantry files transferred
V1 of stereoImager extractor pull request 
created & docker image written+tested
Other extractors support
Clowder updates for 0.9.4.1

 

 - CATS-595 Use elasticsearch in 

 metadata and tags search DONE

Updated slides

  - Jira project NIST-89

doesn't exist or you don't 

have permission to view it.
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Eugene 
Roeder

  1) Finished Brown Dog BDFiddle report

2) Pecan - adding sites to Bety DB

3) Calculation modals for GLM Detail view.

Yan Zhao
SEAD

use and check the website
MSC

upload data

SEAD
check clowder with different setups.

MSC
upload data

Jing Ge
Work on connecting function between front end and back end Done with the connecting function
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